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Abstract

Spinel phase is an important constituent of fuel CRUD. Since it can accommodate 60CO in its crystal structure,
its stability in reactor water environment is crucial for the radioactivity control in LWR plants. With increasing
curiosity about zinc injection technology, the mechanism of the interaction of zinc with the spinel has drawn
much attention. This paper describes the crystal and microstructures of spinel phase in the fuel CRUD collected
on four fuel rods of 1- and 5-cycle, respectively, from Barseb6c 2 BWR before and after zinc injection
operation. High precision X-ray powder diffraction technique has been applied to identify the phase
compositions of fuel CRUD and to measure the cell length of the spinel phase formed. The results show that,
after about 1-cycle zinc injection operation, the tenacious CRUD formed on the fresh fuel rod contains defective
zinc oxide, in addition to hematite and spinel as commonly seen. Moreover, the phase ratio of spinel to hematite
is much increased. The cell length of the spinel is increased accordingly, which is the direct evidence for the
presence of zinc in the spinel structure. For the 5-cycle rod, however, neither zinc oxide nor any change in the
phase ratio has been detected. The cell length of the spine[ has been increased, in a less degree, however, as
compared to that for the 1-cycle rod. The cell lengths of spinel are similar in both tenacious and loose CRUD
layers, indicating that zinc was able to easily penetrate through the tenacious CRUD layer.

1. Introduction

Fuel CRUD is a kind of deposit accumulated on the external surfaces of fuel rods. It comes from the corrosion
products that are formed on out-of-core system surfaces, as soluble ions or as solid oxide particles, and
transported to the cladding surface by the coolant circulation. The constituents of the deposit can be activated
through nuclear reactions to form radionuclides such as N i_>58 Co and Co_>60CO . Fuel CRUD may be released
from the cladding surface to the coolant. In BWR plants, the radioactive CRUD may again deposit onto the
system piping surface, causing activity build-up. In order to diminish the activity build-up problem, Barseb6ck
Kraft AB in Sweden has started to inject zinc in its BWR plant since 1999. After one cycle of zinc injection it
resulted in an increase of 58 Co and Co activity in reactor water by a factor of 23 and a decrease on the
primary piping [1]. Apparently, the behaviour is quite different from what we know about in GE reactors. The
mechanism remains largely unknown at present.

In a typical Swedish BWR (without zinc addition) the main phase compositions of fuel CRUID are hematite and
spinel. Since the spinel phase accommodate 6Co in its structure, any change in its crystal structure and the
microstructure might cause a change in radioactivity of reactor water. In this paper, the influences of the zinc
injection operation on the crystal structure and microstructure of the spinel phase are therefore examined.

2. Experimental

2.1 Preparation of CRUD Samples

In this paper, results are presented from four fuel rods, two rods before and two rods after the 1-cycle zinc
injection operation in Barseb5c 2 BWR. The fuel rods were manufactured by ABB Atom AB (presently
Westinghouse Atom AB) and had burnt for 1 and 5 cycles, respectively.

For X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) study, two kinds of fuel CRUD, namely loose and tenacious CRUD, were
sampled at the axial positions 800, 1350, 2500 and 3150 mm measured from the bottoms. The loose CRUD
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was collected on a glass fibres "pillow" which was gently pressed against the rotating cladding surface. After the
loose CRUD samples were collected, the area (about 20 mm in axial length) was brushed carefully by a clean
nylon brush before the tenacious CRUD samples were taken. To collect the tenacious CRUD a ceramic knife
made of HIPped Si3N4 was used to scratch the area. The CRUD powder was then collected and transferred
onto a XRD sample holder.

For cross-section scanning electron microscopy (SEM) examination, the 5-cycle fuel rods were cut at selected
positions by a diamond saw and the fuel was mechanically removed. The rod pieces were merged in epoxy
before being further cut into even smaller rings. The rings were then polished, cleaned in an ultrasonic bath and
dried. They were coated with Au film and made ready for SEM examination.

2.2 Instrumentation and Data Analysis

A Guinier-type focusing camera was used in this study. The monochromator of the camera was trimmed to give
the strict Cu Kul radiation for high precision measurement. Si powder was used as internal standard. For a
rapid exposure and avoiding the secondary radiation no alurninium foil was used. The camera was operated in
air. The diffraction intensities were measured with the LS-18 Line Scanner. Transmission files produced by the
scanner were treated with the program SCANPI 9 which is a form of the Werner program adapted for use with
the Guinier films generated with the camera. After numerical treatment intensity profiles are generated from
which peaks and integrated intensities can be estimated.

The JCPDS CD-ROM database was used for phase identification. The matrix flushing method was used to
calculate the phase ratio of spinel to hematite phases in the CRUD samples. As an approximation, intensities for
the 220 reflection of spinel and 104 reflection of hematite were used in calculation. Moreover, the literature
value (1/1,,0,) for magnetite, instead of the real spinel phase found in fuel CRUD, was used in the approximation.
The approximation will make the phase ratio of spinel to hematite in the fuel CRUD somewhat over-estimated
due to the slightly higher atomic scattering factors for Ni and Zn than that for Fe.

A scanning electron microscope (JEOL JXA-840) was used for obtaining electron images. A LINK's energy
dispersive spectrometer (EDS) was also used for microarea chemical analysis.

3. Results

3.1 Phase Identification

In the present study, almost all diffraction lines could be matched for the known phases. Before the zinc
injection, the phase compositions in all collected CRUD samples are similar. They consist mainly of hematite
and spinel. The latter can be seen as AB204 (A: Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn, Co, Zn; B: Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn, Co). Traces of
monoclinic rO2 can sometimes be found. Table shows the result of phase identification after the zinc
injection.

Table The ph ses found bz XRD after the z injection.

Height (mm) 1 -cycl rod 5-cycl rod
LC TC LC TC

3150 s, h, zr s, h, zn, zr s, h, zr s, h
2500 s, h, zr s, h, zn, zr s, h, zr s, h
1350 s, h, zr s, h, zn, zr s, h s, h, zr
800 s, h, zr s, h, zn, zr s, h s, h

LC: loose CRUD, TC: tenacious CRUD
zr: m-ZrO2 2-536)*, zn: ZnO 36-1451), h: Fe2O3 (33-664)
s: spinet phase (e.g. 19-629)
*The numbers in brackets are the JCPDS card numbers for the identified phases.

Some noticeable changes can be seen in the CRUD phase composition after the zinc injection. ZnO is found in
all tenacious CRUD samples from the 1-cycle rod, but not in the loose CRUD. No ZnO is detected in the CRUD
samples from the 5-cycle rod. The diffraction lines for ZnO appear to be much broadened, which is most readily
seen at about 2.46 A. The broadening could be due to defective crystal structure, such as zinc hydroxide gel or

very small grain size. In the following, whenever ZnO is named as the phase found, it should be extended to

above mentioned chemical forms.
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3.2 Phase Ratio of Spinel to Hematite

Table 2 shows the phase ratios of spinel to hematite in loose and tenacious CRUD at various axial positions
before and after the zinc injection. Before the zinc injection, hematite phase dominates up to the height of 2500
mm, all the tenacious CRUD samples contain an increased fraction of spinel as compared to the loose CRUD.
However, at 3150 mm where spinel is the main phase, the loose CRUD contains a larger fraction of spinel than
the tenacious CRUD. There is a clear trend that the fraction of spinel increases with the rod height.

Table 2 Phase ratio of spinel to hematite (by ight).

Height (mm) 1 -cycle rod 5-cycle rod
LC b LC a TC b TC a LC b LC a TC b TC a

3150 4.1 7.5 3.4 1.9 2.5 1.7 1.1 1.3
2500 0.8 6.0 1.1 8.0 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7

1350 0.1 2.0 0.3 2.8 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3

800 0.2 2.1 0.2 2.8 0.2 0.1 0.4
LC: loose CRUD, TC: tenacious CRUD, b: before the zinc injection, a: after the zinc injection
* Estimated diffraction intensities by visual inspection.

After the zinc injection, the increase of the phase ratio on the -cycle rod is drastically large while the change is
not significant on the 5-cycle rod. Up to the height 2500 mm the ratio is slightly larger in the tenacious CRUD
than in the loose CRUD, while at 3150 mm the ratio is smaller. The phase ratio varies considerably with the rod
height.

The phase ratios as determined in the present study may have been over-estimated, as the diffraction intensity
of spinel phase may be enhanced by the presence of Ni and Zn in the spinel crystal structure, as will be further
discussed later.

That no significant change in the phase ratio is found on the 5-cycle rod could be related to the sampling
method applied. Before the zinc injection, there was already a CRUD layer of about 4 m on the fuel rod. During
the zinc injection, additional gm new CRUD layer was presumably formed on top of the old CRUD. Even if this
new CRUD layer would have similar phase compositions as found on the 1-cycle rod, it might not be detectable
by XRD due to the small fraction of the new CRUD in the total CRUD collected. Suppose that all zinc in the
CRUD exists as nO, there will be about 14 wt% of ZnO in the CRUD on the -cycle rod, compared to about 2
wt% on the 5-cycle rod. The former is well above the detection limit while the latter is below the detection limit.

3.3 Cell Length of the Spinel Phase

Table 3 shows the cell lengths of spinel phase in the loose and tenacious CRUD samples at various axial
positions. Compared to the values before the zinc injection, the cell lengths at 3150 mm are larger on both rods.
The magnitude of the increase is larger for the -cycle rod than that for the 5-cycle rod (see Fig. 1).

On the -cycle rod, spinel cell lengths remain about the same axially. For the 5-cycle rod, however, the smallest
cell length can be found at 800 mm and highest at 1350 mm. Moreover, spinel in the tenacious and loose CRUD
has a negligible difference in cell length.

Table 3 The ce length, a, for the spinel phase und.

Height (mm) 1 -cycl rod 5-cycle rod
LC TC LC TC

3150 8.388 8.388 8.365 8.361
(3150) (8.347) (8.355) (8.353) (8.355)
2500 8.389 8.387 8.361 8.366
1350 8.386 8.386 8.372 8.372
800 8.385 8.391 8.352 8.354

LC: loose CRUD, TC: tenacious CRUD
Data in the brackets were obtained for the CRUD collected before the zinc injection.
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Fig. I The average cell length of the spinel phase formed before and after the zinc injection
and the c// lengths of some pure spinel phases.

3.4 Microstructures of the Spinel Phase in Fuel CRUD

3.4.1 Before the Zinc Injection

Fig. 2 shows two typical cross-section microstructures of a ring sample ut at 1075 mm which is close to the
spacer position. Four characteristic image zones can be seen. The black zones in both images are epoxy used
in sample preparation. The dark grey zone next to the epoxy is CRUD 5--12 ILm), the white zone is zirconium
alloy and the light grey zone next to zirconium alloy is rO2 13-18 pm). In the fuel CRUD layer some granular
agglomerates, together with some grains with relatively sharp edges, can be seen. The EDS analysis shows
that these agglomerates or grains are slightly different in their Ni, Mn and Cr contents. The grains with relatively
sharp edges are ost likely the spinel phase (e.g. the particle No. 3 in Fig. 2a and No. 7 in Fig. 2b), At this axial
position the spinel content is approximately 15 wt%. Note that the CRUD morphology would be strongly affected
by the sample preparation, Some loose grains (perhaps hematite) ight have been washed away during the
ultrasonic cleaning in sample preparation.
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(b)
Fig. 2 Typical cross-section microstructures (BEI) of a ring sample cut at 1075 mm. The CRUD layer looks

more granular in some places (a) than in some other places (b).
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Fig. 3 Representative EDS spectra (a) for the grains No. 1-4 i Fig. 2a and

(b) for the grains No. 13 and 7 in Fig. 2b.
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Fig. 4 Cross-section SEM images of the ring sample cut at 2072 mm, (a) a BEI image
(b)-(q) SO images, and an EDS spectrum measured on the position x,

The cross-section microstructure of the ring sample cut at 2072 mm is shown in Fig. 4. The general appearance
of ZrO2 layer is similar to that at 1075 mm. The thicknesses of ZrO2 and CRUD layers are approximately 13 and
5 �tm, respectively. They are relatively even around the ring. The inner layer of CRUD appears to be tenacious.
EDS analysis shows that the CRUD particles close to epoxy consist largely of iron oxides with little nickel, while
the CRUD particles close to the ZrO2 layer contain both iron and nickel. At this axial position the spinel content
is approximately 30 wt%.

3.4.2 After the Zinc Injection

Fig. shows the cross-section microstructure of a ring sample cut precisely through a spacer contact point at
1075 mm. The thicknesses of CRUD and ZrO2 layer around the ring are approximately 6-14 ltm and 4-20 lim,
respectively. The CRUD close to ZrO2 layer looks more tenacious than the CRUD outer layer close to epoxy.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5 CSS-SeCtiOn microstructures of the ring sample cut through a spacer contact point at 1075 mm.
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Numerous EDS point analyses show that there is no systematic pattern for Ni, Zn, Mn or Cr distribution at
different CRUID depths. The Ni/Fe atomic ratio, as estimated from EDS, is approximately 04, which is a typical
value even for the CRUD particles measured before the zinc injection. If the measured particles are spinel, their
chemical composition could be written approximately as Nio7Fe2.304. The spinel with such a composition would
have a cell length which is larger than that for NiFe2.04 but smaller than that for Fe3O4. This appears to be in
agreement with the measured values as presented in Table 3 It must be pointed out that, such reference of
Ni/Fe atomic ratio by EDS to the pine[ composition could be misleading if the electron beam interacts with the
surrounding constituents of Fe2O3-

Fig. 6 shows the cross-section microstructure of a ring sample cut at 2087 mm, The thicknesses of the rO2 and
CRUD layers at this position are approximately 15 Jim and 5 Im, respectively, and relatively even around the
ring. The microstructure is similar to what was observed for the ring sample before the zinc injection. In the
CRUD layer some large grains with relatively sharp edges are randomly distributed and small grains are present
in between the large ones. Some EDS area analyses were made in the inner, middle and outer layers of CRUD
(see Fig. 7 and no systematic compositional variation was found.

N

5. 800 keU 10. >

(b)
Fig. 6 Cross-section microstructure of the ring sample cut at 2087 mm, (a) SE image (b) EDS spectrum

measured on the grain No. 4 which is also representative for the other numbered grains,

C N

01 5.1n 0 et, 10. 9 
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Fig. 7 Cross-section microstructure of the ring sample cut at 2087 MM (a) SE image (b) EDS spectrum
measured on the rectangular area No, I which is aso representative for the other numbered areas,
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4. Discussion

4.1 Thermodynamic Consideration

Thermodynamic properties of the relevant mixed spinel phase have rarely been reported in literature. Due to the
lack of thermodynamic data, it is difficult to predict the possible behaviour of this phase in reactor water
environments. Beverskog 2 made a thermodynamic study on the role of zinc in some simulated BWR
environments. The results suggest that nO and Zn(OH)2 be thermodynamically unstable in the BWR bulk
water environments. In addition, formation of ZnFe2O4 would be favourable in an Fe-rich reactor water
environment. Apparently, the prediction is not fully valid for fuel CRUD. The failure to predict the formation of
zinc oxide and the mixed spinel on fuel cladding can be readily understood, as a number of factors were not
taken into account. For example, no mixed spinel phase was included. The local concentration of some species
such as Zn 2, on the boiling cladding surface may be much higher than the values used in the calculation.
Radiolysis effects on the local water chemistry environment was not considered. Moreover, it is uncertain
whether or not the deviation of the ideal thermodynamic equilibrium conditions from that in the BWR would
make the result of thermodynamic calculation still valid.

4.2 Crystal Structure of Spinel Phase

Spinel phase is known to have two types of crystal structure, namely, normal spinel and inverse spinel. For
example, ZnFe2O4 has a normal spinel structure in which all Zn cations occupy the tetrahedral sites while Fe
cations take the octahedral sites, or expressed as (Zn)t (Fe2). 04. NiFe2O4, on the other hand, is an inverse
spinel in which 50% of Fe cations occupy the tetrahedral sites while 50% of Fe and all Ni cations take the
octahedral sites, or (Fe)t (NiFe). 04 The occupancy of the octahedral sites may be random or ordered. For the
spinel phase formed in fuel CRUD, the possible constituents are many. Most of the metal cations present in the
reactor water, such as Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn, Co and Zn, can contribute to the formation of spinel. Even the
radionuclides produced through nuclear reactions can be accommodated in the spinel structure. Therefore, the
chemical formula for the mixed spinel can be written as AB204 (A: Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn, Co, Zn; B: Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn, Co).
The octahedral sites may be randomly occupied by A and cations.

The structure type and cell length of the mixed spinel phase in fuel CRUD depend on the following four factors:
(1) the relative sizes and occupancies of A and cations; 2 the Madelung constants for the normal and
inverse structures; 3) ligand-field stabilisation energies of cations on tetrahedral and octahedral sites and 4)
polarisation or covalency effects. Indeed little is known at present about the crystallography of the mixed spinel
phase in the CRUD. Before the zinc injection, on both 1- and 5-cycle rods those presumable spinel grains
contain mainly Fe and Ni with a small amount of Cr and Mn. The crystal structure should be similar to
NixFe3-),04. During the zinc injection, some zinc cations may take up the tetrahedral sites in the structure and the
cell expands accordingly.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the cell lengths for various spinel phases are quite different. With increasing zinc
occupancy in the spinel structure, the cell length would increase. From Table 3 one can see that before the zinc
injection, the cell lengths for the spinel phases on the 1- and 5-cycle rods are similar. After the zinc injection, the
cell length is larger on the -cycle rod than on the 5-cycle rod. This may be due to the higher zinc occupancy in
the spinel on the -cycle rod than on the 5-cycle rod.

In the present study the spinel phase in the CRUD is taken as a homogenous phase so that its cell length can
be calculated. In other words, the presence of pure spinel phases, such as chromite, magnetite, franklinite and
trevorite, is ignored. Referring to the SEM observation, such a treatment may be largely valid as the fractions of
these pure phases in the fuel CRUD would be negligibly small, if any.

4.3 Formation of Spinell Phase in Fuel CRUD

CRUD deposition on a fuel rod is likely to occur both through direct deposition of the suspended solid particles
(e. g. Fe2O3) in reactor water on the hot cladding surface, and through so-called "evaporate and dry-out"
mechanism [e.g. 3 The suspended particles in reactor water can be hematite, magnetite, zirconium oxide, etc.
Occasionally large magnetite crystals could be found in fuel CRUD. They could have been the result of the
direct deposition of the particles suspended in reactor water. The "evaporate and dry-out" mechanism describes
that, under nucleate boiling conditions, the deposition proceeds through the precipitation of hydroxides, e.g.
FeOOH, Zn(OH)2, Ni(OH)2 and Co(OH)2, on cladding surfaces, followed by dehydration and reaction to form
zinc oxide, hematite and spinel in the "dry-out region". Heat transfer from the heated surface to water is primarily
due to evaporation of a micro-layer of water that is formed between the bottom of a growing bubble and the
heated surface. The process can be described by the following chemical reactions (1)-(2):
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Zn 2'(aq) + H20 -� nO + H+
Zn 2+ (aq) + A(aq) + B(aq) + H20 > (ZnA')B20 + H (2)

A' and stand for metal cations such as Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn and Co in reactor water. Zn 2+ in reactor water or Zn in
CRUD can further react with Fe2O3 in the CRUID and other species in reactor water to form a mixed spinel:

Zn 2+ (aq) + Fe2O3 + A(aq) + B(aq) + H20 -> (ZnA')B204 + H (3)
ZnO + Fe2O3 + A(aq) + B(aq) + H20 -> (ZnA') B204 (4)

Further diffusion of Zn 2+ into the previously formed spinel grains in CRUD may occur:

Zn 2+ (aq) + A13204 --> (ZnA')B204 + A(aq) + B(aq) (5)

Reaction (5) is accompanied by the release of some spinel constituents into reactor water.

From Table 2 one can see that the spinel fraction in fuel CRUD increases with rod height. This may be the result
of increasing oxidant concentration and hydrodynamic re-suspension force with rod height. The concentration of
oxidants produced by radiolysis is presumably higher on the upper part of fuel rods, which may be favourable to
the formation of the spinel phase. Moreover, particles which deposit directly on hot cladding surfaces may be
less adherent than that formed through the "evaporation and dry-out" mechanism. They may be more easily
detached from cladding surfaces under the more turbulent water flow on the upper part of fuel rods. It is likely
that fewer Fe2O3 particles in reactor water would deposit directly on the upper part of fuel rods where a stronger
hydrodynamic re-suspension force would act on the deposited particles.

4.4 Enhancement of Spinel Formation on a Fresh Fuel Rod upon Zinc Injection

From Table 2 it can be seen that before the zinc injection, the phase ratio of spinel to hematite is similar for the
1- and 5-cycle rods. After the zinc injection, however, the formation of spinel phase on the 1-cycle rod was
considerably enhanced (approximately from 20% to 70%), while it remains approximately unchanged on the -
cycle rod. One of the possible explanations is that, on the 1-cycle rod, the relative fraction of nO in the fuel
CRUD is large, which makes the reaction 4) more favourable. For the 5-cycle rod, however, CRUD deposition
during the last zinc injection cycle occurred on the old CRUD surface which may be porous. The possibly poor
contact between oxide particles would make the reaction 4) proceed slowly. As the result, a smaller amount of
spinel phase would be formed.

As mentioned in section 32, the spinel/hematite phase ratios presented in Table 2 may be over-estimated.
Table 4 lists the atomic scattering factors for some elements present in the spinel. Zn has the highest atomic
scattering factor. In other words, when the spinel phase contains zinc in its structure the corresponding
diffraction intensity will be stronger while the phase ratio is kept constant. Therefore, spinel/hematite phase ratio
will be over-estimated. A theoretical calculation shows that when 30% of Fe 21 cations in Fe3O4 are substituted

2+by Zn the diffraction intensity for the 220) line will be increased by 12%. It seems unlikely that the increase of
the phase ratio by a factor of three is solely caused by the over-estimation. It is more likely that the zinc injection
did enhance the formation of spinel in the fuel CRUD on the fresh fuel rod.

Table 4 Atomic scattering factors f in electrons for some elements in spinel
(sin O/A =0. 1 7, B-factor-- A2).

Zn Ni Fe Mn Cr
25 23 21 20 19.5

4.5 Growth of Spinel Crystals in Fuel CRUID

At the axial positions examined by SEM, fuel CRUD is seen to consist of some large grains and some small
grains. Some of the large grains are indeed agglomerates consisting of smaller grains, as revealed with high
magnification of SEM. Some large grains have regular shapes and are presumably spinel with Fe and Ni as the
main metal constituents. Since hematite and spinel are the predominant phases in the CRUID, Being judged
from the SEM images, those very small grains are likely to be hematite. The large agglomerates and crystal
grain are evidently the result of CRUD densification and crystal growth during reactor operation period.

The growth of the large spinel crystals may have occurred at the expense of the nearby smaller spinel grains in
the CRUID. Such a growth mechanism, called secondary crystallisation, is particularly likely to occur when
continuous spinel grain growth is inhibited by the presence of secondary phase (Fe2O3) or pores. Under these
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conditions, the only boundaries able to move are those with a curvature much larger than the average. The
growth rate is constant as long as the size of the nearby small spinel grains remains unchanged.

4.6 Stability of nO in Fuel CRUD

After the zinc injection, nO is only found in the tenacious CRUD layer on the 1-cycle rod. This probably
indicates that nO is indeed unstable while in direct contact with reactor water, as suggested by the
thermodynamic calculation 2]. Under the non-boiling condition, such as during shutdown and temporary storage
in water, nO that is previously precipitated in the outer layer of fuel CRUD dissolves. The tenacious CRUD
may have prevented nO from being in direct contact with reactor water.

5. Summary

The crystal and microstructures of the spine] phase in fuel CRUD from Barseb5c 2 BWR before and after the
zinc injection have been examined by SEM and XRD.

Some general features of the fuel CRUD on both 1- and 5-cycle rods:
• The fuel CRUD contains mainly spinel and hematite phases, whose phase ratio varies axially;
• The spinel phase is a kind of mixed spinel consisting of Fe, Ni, Zn, Cr, Mn and other ions;
• The spinel phase in both tenacious and loose CRUD layers have similar cell length;

Some features of the fuel CRUD formed on the -cycle rods:
• Zinc oxide with defective structure exists in the tenacious CRUD layer after the zinc injection;
• The average cell length for the cubic spinel crystal is 8388 A after the zinc injection, as compared to 8339

A before the zinc injection.
• The formation of spinel phase was much enhanced by the zinc injection.

Some features of the fuel CRUD formed on the 5-cycle rods:
No zinc oxide was detected after the zinc injection;
Little zinc in spinel phase could be detected by EDS after the zinc injection;
The average cell length for spinel is 8363 A after the zinc injection, as compared to 8339 A before the zinc
injection;
The spinel/hematite phase ratio is largely unchanged by the zinc injection;
The cross-section CRUD morphology remains approximately unchanged before and after the zinc injection.
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